
MESOPOTAMIA WRITING ALPHABET LETTERS

The letters Y and Z were taken from the Greek alphabet to write Greek loan . is a system of writing first developed by
the ancient Sumerians of Mesopotamia c.

A wide variety of tablets were found, including ones that contained literary works, dictionaries, prayers,
omens, incantations, astronomical recordsstill arranged on shelves. Like the archaic counters, the tablets were
used exclusively for accounting Nissen and Heine  The jury declared itself satisfied, and the decipherment of
Akkadian cuneiform was adjudged a fait accompli. Number of symbols: between about 1, in older texts to in
later texts. This is because there were over different symbols and the symbols' meaning and shapes could
change between different cities and regions. Writing was used exclusively for accounting until the third
millennium BC, when the Sumerian concern for the afterlife paved the way to literature by using writing for
funerary inscriptions. These pictographs referring to goods mark an important step in the evolution of writing
because they were never repeated in one-to-one correspondence to express numerosity. The printing press
invented in dramatically multiplied the dissemination of texts, introducing a new regularity in lettering and
layout. Bennet, S. The repertory of some three hundred types of counters made it feasible to manipulate and
store information on multiple categories of goods Schmandt-Besserat  Renfrew eds. Standard reconstruction of
the development of writing , with position of cuneiform. We have a lot of phonetically written Akkadian
starting from the time of Sargon the Great B. Listen to a recorded reading of this page: Your browser does not
support the audio element. Writing : A system of human communication by the mean of arbitrary visual signs.
Edwin Norris , the secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society , gave each of them a copy of a recently discovered
inscription from the reign of the Assyrian emperor Tiglath-Pileser I. The inexperienced Talbot had made a
number of mistakes, and Oppert's translation contained a few doubtful passages which the jury politely
ascribed to his unfamiliarity with the English language. But sometimes the scholar who studies enough tablets,
such as the accounting tablets, learns in a more precise way to what a particular term refers, since the
corresponding term in Akkadian may be very general. Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. In
particular, they brought their consonantal alphabetic system to Greece, perhaps as early as, or even before BC.
Treaties, description of wars and anthems to the gods were also recorded on tablets. This meant individual
signs could represent both words and syllables within a word. Each token shape was semantic, referring to a
particular unit of merchandise. The same tablets also contain The Story of Gilgamesh. Many cuneiform tablets
are dated by the year, month and day. By , Hincks and Rawlinson could read Babylonian signs. He figured out
that one of the unknown languages represented by the cuneiform writing from Persepolis was Old Persian
based on the words for Persian kings and then translated the phonetic value of each symbol. The phonetic
transcription of personal names also played an important role in the dissemination of writing to the Indus
Valley where, during a period of increased contact with Mesopotamia, c. Logography: Shift from Visual to
Aural About BC, the creation of phonetic signsâ€”signs representing the sounds of speechâ€”marks the second
phase in the evolution of Mesopotamian writing, when, finally, the medium parted from its token antecedent
in order to emulate spoken language. They appear to have been list of rations of foods. Archaic Sumerian, the
earliest written language in the world, remains as one of the written languages that have not been deciphered.
Admittedly the 20th century saw scholars revise their initial pronunciation of some signs and names, a
situation that was not helped by the polyphony of many Sumerian ideographs. Alphabet: A writing system
based on a set of letters, each standing for a single spoken sound. From Shuruppak, Iraq, circa BC. The
transition from counters to script took place simultaneously in Sumer and Elam, present-day western Iran
when, around BC, Elam was under Sumerian domination. Finally, the process that started with ideograms
expressing concepts and phonetic signs referring to the sound of monosyllabic words reached the ultimate
segmentation of meaning with letters. Last updated September  A transliterated document thus presents the
reading preferred by the transliterating scholar as well as an opportunity to reconstruct the original text. John
Alan Halloran of sumerian.


